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Resistor Colourcode Decoder is a
software that decodes 4 or 5 band
coded resistors. And now it can do the
reverse, type a value and get the
colourcode of both a 4 & 5 band
resistor. It can also find the nearest
neighbour E12 & E24 series resistor.
What more could you ask for! Resistor
Colourcode Decoder Description:
Resistor Colourcode Decoder is a
software that decodes 4 or 5 band
coded resistors. And now it can do the
reverse, type a value and get the
colourcode of both a 4 & 5 band
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reverse, type a value and get the
colourcode of both a 4 & 5 band
resistor. It can also find the nearest
neighbour E12 & E24 series resistor.
What more could you ask for! Resistor
Colourcode Decoder Description:
Resistor Colourcode Decoder is a
software that decodes 4 or 5 band
coded resistors. And now it can do the
reverse, type a value and get the
colourcode of both a 4 & 5 band

Resistor Colourcode Decoder Download

1. E12 and E24 are two series of 4 and
5 band coded resistors. 2. It supports
four (4) temperature lookup tables for
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E12 & E24 series resistors. 3. Resistor
colour code is shown in the decoder's
screen. 4. The colour code for both
E12 & E24 are shown in the decoder's
screen. 5. The nearest neighbour E12
& E24 can be found in the decoder's
screen. 6. Type a value in the decoder's
screen and press the start button to get
the colour code. 7. Type a value in the
decoder's screen and press the start
button to get the nearest neighbour E12
& E24. 8. E12 and E24 are important
series of resistors for many electronic
and IT products. RESISTOR
COLOUR CODER PERFORMANCE
The resistor colour code decoder is a
small, but powerful, PC software
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application designed specifically for
electronic engineers, hobbyists and
electronic components retail shops. It
provides a simple way to decode a wide
range of resistor series and labels. It
will decode both the 4 band and 5 band
codes, as well as 4 or 5 band resistor
labels, without the need for a colour
scale. COLOR TEMPERATURE
CALCULATION The resistor colour
code decoder is intended to provide the
user with a straightforward way to
determine the resistor colour at a given
temperature. It works with both four
band and five band resistor series (E12
and E24). FEATURES COLOR
TEMPERATURE CALCULATION
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USING THE COLOUR CODE. 1. The
resistor colour code is shown in the
decoder's screen. 2. The colour code
for both E12 & E24 are shown in the
decoder's screen. 3. The nearest
neighbour E12 & E24 can be found in
the decoder's screen. 4. Type a value in
the decoder's screen and press the start
button to get the colour code. 5. Type a
value in the decoder's screen and press
the start button to get the nearest
neighbour E12 & E24. 6. E12 and E24
are important series of resistors for
many electronic and IT products.
DECODER DATA The decoder works
with the following resistor series: 1.
E12 (Electrostatic Discharge (ESD))
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series. 1d6a3396d6
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Resistor Colourcode Decoder Crack+

Designed for creating rules for a value
range where at least one specific
number of resistor colours are
expected. This includes resistor colour
coding for low, medium & high
resistors. Great for creating code rules
for webpages, spreadsheet, databases
etc. Works with Windows & Mac.
Resistor Colourcode Decoder
Supported resistor color codes: Four
band types: * 4 band E1, E12, E23 &
E24. * E1 (E2) (E4) (E5) (E6) (E7)
(E8) (E9) (E10) (E11) (E12) (E13)
(E14) (E15) (E16) (E17) (E18) (E19)
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(E20) (E21) (E22) (E23) (E24) Five
band types: * 4 band E1, E12, E23 &
E24. * E1 (E2) (E3) (E4) (E5) (E6)
(E7) (E8) (E9) (E10) (E11) (E12)
(E13) (E14) (E15) (E16) (E17) (E18)
(E19) (E20) (E21) (E22) (E23) (E24)
How it works: Resistor Colourcode
Decoder is a software that decodes 4 or
5 band coded resistors. And now it can
do the reverse, type a value and get the
colourcode of both a 4 & 5 band
resistor. It can also find the nearest
neighbour E12 & E24 series resistor.
What more could you ask for!
Description: Designed for creating
rules for a value range where at least
one specific number of resistor colours
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are expected. This includes resistor
colour coding for low, medium & high
resistors. Great for creating code rules
for webpages, spreadsheet, databases
etc. Works with Windows & Mac.
Resistor Colourcode Decoder
Supported resistor color codes: Four
band types: * 4 band E1, E12, E23 &
E24. * E1 (E2) (E4) (E5) (E6) (E7)
(E8) (E9) (E10) (E11)

What's New In?

This software gives you the RGB code
to match the resistors 4 and 5 bands,
which is the most commonly used in
many electronics products. Because of
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colorblindness people can be confused
by certain colors. But by using this
application you can easily identify the
number of color on the knob and tube.
This software can also find the nearest
resistor in your kit. It is almost
impossible to get the correct number of
a resistor if you dont have the correct
colour code. The type or value of the
resistor is indicated on the screen and
also printable for you to keep your
data. Resistor Colourcode Decoder was
developed for the following types of
products: Resistor Resistor Colorcode
RGB LED Table LED Table RGB
Video Display LED Video Display
RGB Strip/Tube Light LED Strip/Tube
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Light RGB Motion Sensor RGB
Motion Sensor RGB Remote RGB
Radio/TV Remote RGB Remote RGB
Speaker LED Speaker RGB Keyboard
RGB Keyboard The R in the main
software name stands for resistor, not
the radio. In this application the term
black/white color means the resistor is
4 or 5 band color coded resistor. The
term silver/yellow color means the
resistor is 1 to 4 band resistor or a
varistor. The term copper color means
the resistor is E24 or E12 or DX12.
The term silver color means the resistor
is E24, E12 or DX12. The main
window will contain the following
options: 1. The type of the product you
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are trying to decode (a stand-alone
resistor/varistor/colour coded
resistor/E12/E24/E24 band etc). 2. If
the resistor is an E24 band resistor, the
displayed value is of the nearest value
from a list of values stored in the
memory. 3. If the resistor is a 4 band
resistor, the value is displayed with the
4 band color, but it can also be changed
to 5 band code. 4. The second color is
an RGB color code (red, green, blue)
that is more easier to display the
resistor value. 5. The third color is an
RGB code which is more easier to
display the color of the resistor. 6. If
you have activated the printable option,
you can print the value of the resistor
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as it is. 7. If you have selected the "All
values" option, you can print all the
values and the nearest value from the
"All Values" list. You can also print the
values and the nearest value as above,
but the value will be printed with the
first 3 characters of the value. For
example, if you have an 8 band E24
resistor, then it will print out the value
of the nearest
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System Requirements:

Please note that the game has an
optimized resolution of 1920x1080.
Pre-requisites: You must have an
internet connection Your internet
connection Instructions: To install the
game: You must have the program
"7zip" to be able to unpack this file. It's
free for everyone. Go to the program's
download site: Download 7zip to your
PC Extract the game archive: Now you
can
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